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Abstract. This note is concerned with some properties of an integrodifferential equa-
t ion a rising in a continuum model of solid-solid pha e transitions. 
Introduction. A cont inuum model of the macroscopic behavior of one-
<lirnensional t hermoelastic tensile bars capabl of undergoing mechanica lly or thermally 
induced solid-solid phase transitions has been investigated in :1- {. In part icular. the 
discussion in [3] concerns the dynamical respon e of a doubly-infinite bar compo ed of 
the "t rilinear" thermoelastic ma terial put forth in [l], with both inertia and heat con-
duction taken into account. Specifically. t he anal_,. i in [3j is directed at an initia l-value 
problem in which. at t ime t = 0. the bar is at a gi\'en uniform temperature and is ub-
ject to gi,·en piece\\·ise-constant distribution of train and particle velocity. each with 
a single discontinuity at the origin. One then inquire about the eYolution in time of 
this d iscontinuity a determined by t he fundamental balance principle of momentum 
and energy. t he condition of kinemat ic compatibility. and the imbalance of entropy. In 
addit ion to the Helmholtz free energy potentia l gO\·erning the bulk material behavior. the 
model int roduced in ) ] imports from materials science the notion of a kinetic relation 
controlling the ra te at which the phase t ransit ion proceeds. 
In t he specific problem analyzed in [3], the initia l st rains are in distinct material 
phases at the given initial temperature. The bar is assumed to occupy the ent ire .r-axi -
in the reference configuration and. initially. the phase boundary is located a t .r = 0. It is 
shown that the evolution problem reduces to the determination of the location .r = s(t) 
of t he interface between t he two phases (i.e .. the phase boundary) as a function of time. 
For t he particular ki net ic relat ion assumed in [3]. the phase boundary velocity s(t ) is 
proportional to t he thermodynamic dri\'ing force f for the phase t ransit ion: · = wf. 
where the constant :...,• > 0 is the mobility of t he phase boundary. This kinet ic relation 
leads to a nonlinear integrodifferential equation for s(t ). The purpose of the present 
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note is to bring this equation to the attention of analyst s. and to describe some of its 
propert ies. 
In the next sect.ion, we st.ate the integrodifferential equation for s( t ) derived in [3]. 
and-taking for granted the existence of a solution s(t) wit h the properties assumed in 
deriving the equation- we describe t he small-time and large-time asympt.otics of s(t ) . In 
the t hird section, we show that, for a special class of init ial data, the integrodifferential 
equation has a solution for which the phase boundary velocity s is constant in time. In 
the final section, we study the stability of t his constant-velocity phase boundary. 
The integrodifferential equation. The integrodifferemial equation satisfied by s( t ) 
as derived in :3J is 
. . 11 s(T)r (s(1 ), h) { [s( t) - s(T)]2 } 
s(t ) = -g +;:,:r(s(t ), h) -11: ( )' , ., exp - ( ) dT. t 2 0. 
O t - T 1 - 41/ t - T 
(1) 
Here s(t ) is t he unknmvn location of the phase boundary at time t, which is to be 
determined. The constant I/ > 0 is the thermal diffusivity of the material, and K is a 
material constant defined by 
(2) 
where p > 0 is t he referent ial mass density of the material, AT (which may have either 
sign) is t he la.t.ent heat of t ransit ion at the transformat ion temperature Br > 0, and the 
thermal conduct ivity k > 0 is related to the t.hermal diffusivity I/ by the relat ion k = pcl/ , 
c > 0 being t he specific heat at constant strain for the material. The constants g and h 
are given in terms of initial data by 
h = a (!R + -1L) + 'L'R - 'L'L . 
2a · (3) 
where ()0 > Q is the init ial temperature, "IL and VL are the prescribed initial values of 
strain and part icle velocity for x < 0, and ~lR and VR are t he initial values of these 
quantities for x > 0. The cons tam a = (µ / p) 1/ 2 > 0 is the velocity of sound common 
to both phases, where µ > 0 is t he elastic modulus in both phases. Finally. t he function 
r (s . h ) of phase boundary velocity sand the initial datum h is defined by 
[ 
~,.T (a2 +as - s2 ) ] 
r (s, h) = W'.'T h - 2 a 2 - 52 +PAT, (4) 
where 'YT > 0 is t he transformation strain for the phase transit ion. 
The functional equation {l ) is reminiscent in some respects of equations t hat arise in 
problems of Stefan type; e.g., see [5]. 
In deriving (1), it was assumed that the motion of the phase boundary was subsonic 
in the sense that [s( t )[ <a for all t: here we make t he slightly st.ronger assumpt.ion that. 
there exist constants p and q such that. 
O < p ::; [s(t)[::; q < a fort ;:::: o. (5) 
Thus we seek a solution s(t) E C 1{[0,x)) of (1) such t.hat s(O) = 0. (5) holds. and s(t ) 
has a limit sx E [p, q] as t tends to x . 
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Small- tim e limit of s (t ). It follows immediately from (5) and (4) that t.he integral in 
(1) is O(t 112 ) as t tends to 0, so that the small-time limit 80 of s(t ) exists and satisfies 
so - c..1r(so, h) + g = 0. (6) 
Csing (4), one can show that., for each given pair g, h, t he left. side of (6) increases 
monotonically from -oc to +oc· as so increases from -a to a. Thus (6) <let.ermines a 
unique va lue of so in (-a, a) for each given set of init ial data. 
Large-time limit of s (t ). Using results established in t he Appendix, one ca.n show that 
t he large-time limit sx of s(t ) must satisfy 
(7) 
For s implicity, we now assume that t he material constants are such that the coefficient 
of r(s, h) in (7) is posit ive. Then the left side of (7) increases monotonically from - oc 
to + oo as sx increases from -a. to +a, so that (7) uniquely determines Sx in (-a, a). 
If in the sett ing of [3] one studies situations in which the two materia l phases are 
separated by a phase boundary propaga ting steadily with constant velocity, one finds 
that this steady-state velocity must sat isfy (7). 
Constant-velocity solutions of the integrodifferential equation. Suppose that 
s (t ) is a solution of (1) for which the phase boundary velocity s(t) = s. is constant. Then 
(1) becomes 
s. = -g + wr (s., h) - "'s. r (s., h) fo1 K (T) dT, (8) 
where 
K (t) = c 1l 2 exp (-!:t). (9) 
Since s. is to be constant. t he coefficient of t he integral in (8) must vanish. T his implies 
that either (i) "' = 0, (ii) s. = 0, or (iii) r (s. , h) = 0. Since all constants entering t he 
formula (5) for "' are necessarily positive except for AT, the first possibility can occur only 
if the latent heat Ar vanishes. This case. which was studied in detail in [3], is of physical 
interest when the two ·'phases'' under study are actually variants of a single phase, as 
in t he case of mart.ensit ic twins. In any event , AT = 0 t rivia lizes the integrodifferent ial 
equa t.ion (1), and we shall exclude it here. The second case (s. = 0) corresponds to an 
equilibrium mixture of phases, which we also exclude at present . Thus only the third 
possibility remains; from (8), we are then left with the two conditions 
s. = - g , (10) 
r (s., h) = o. (11) 
\Vhen the value of s. given by (10) is inserted in (11), t he latter becomes a relation 
between h and g and thus represents a restriction on the init ial data t hat. is necessary for 
t he existence of a constant-velocity solut ion of (1). By (4). r(s , h) increases monotonically 
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from - x to - x · ass increases from -a t.o a for each h. and so the restriction r (-g. h) = 0 
uniquely clet.ermines a value of 9 such that lgl < a. for each h in terms of material 
parameters. Conversely. if (10) and (11) hold and lgl < a.. then s(t ) = s.t is a constant-
" elocit.y solution of (1) . 
It may be noted tha t (10) and (11) follow formally from (6) and (7) if it is required 
that the small-time and large-time limits so and Sx coincide. 
Stability of constant-velocity solutions. \Ve now investigate the linearized st a-
bilit,\· of constant-velocity solutions of (1) . We assume that the initial data g and h satisfy 
the condition obtained by eliminating s~ between (10) and (11) . and we then perturb the 
initial state by replacing h and 00 by h + TJ, 00 -1: , respectively, where TJ and E are small in 
a suitable sense. \Ve further assume that the corresponding solut ion s(t) of (1) is given 
by s(t) = s. t + (J(t ), where (J( t) is also small. Linearizing ( 1) about the constant-velocity 
solution and making use of (10). (11) shows that. a(t) must satisfy the Volterra integral 
equat ion 
aa(t) = .3+".· 1
1 
K (T) dT + t51
1 
K (t- T)a(T)dT. 
lJ 0 
(12) 
where J\(t ) is giYen by (9), and 
or I = 1 + µ-y'fa;..,· a.2 + .s: 
a =l -w- - > 0 
::l . _? ( 2 ··) )') • us ls .. h a - s; -
(13) 
f or I E 3 = - o. ;p>.r- + '-"'T/-:- = - wp>.T- + '-"'WrrTJ. 
e'f oh s. ·" eT 
(14) 
~t = -Ks.TJ~~ I . h = - Kµ~:-r11s •. 
, .. 
(15) 
or l t5 = -Ks -• ::l . 
us s .. h 
K-J.lU"2 a.2 + S2 
__ ,_T * . ...J. Q 
2 ( ·J · 2)·JS~r . a- - s. - ( 16) 
\Ve are interested in whet.her the solution a(t ) of ( 12) remains bounded as t tends to oc. 
If 3,io = -''i./t5 , one can easily show that a(t) = -~u'fJ =constant.. If .3/a i= - "!/D, 
one can define a new function o.p by 
(17) 
thereby reducing (12) t.o a simpler integral equation for 9 : 
b 1' <;(t) = 1- - J\ (t - T)<,?(T) dT. 
Q 0 
(18) 
\Ve note from (13)-(16) that the parameters 3 and : depend on the perturbations ·17 and 
E of the initial data. but 8 and a do not. Thus by (18). 9(t) does not depend on these 
perturbat ions. Clearly the asymptot.ic behavior for large t.ime of a(t ) is determined by 
that of o.p( t). 
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T he solution of {l ) may be found with the help of Laplace transforms: ir is giwn by 
ip(l) = 1 + m it f\"(; ) dT + 7Tm2 f1 exp{ (1.m2 - s: _/( -lv))7}erfc(- m (H )1 2 ) dT. (19) 
0 u 
where I< (t ) is giwn by (9). erfc stands for the complementary error function. and \Ye 
have written 
771 = -. 
0: 
(20) 
\Ye observe from (13). (16). (2). and (20) that the sign of m is that of ATSx · i. e .. the 
product of the latent heat and the phase boundary velocity. By (11) and (3) 1 . AT and 
s. haYe opposite sign . and so m < 0. 
Because of (9) . the first integra l on the r ight side of (19) is bounded for large t. 
Since m < 0 at present . one has erfc(-m(r.• )1i 2 ) = 0 (7- 1/ 2 exp(-m2 7rr)) as T tends 
to infinity. and the integrand in t he second integral in (19) is exponentially small for 
large '· It follm,·s that p(t ) is bounded for large t. \Ye conclude from (17) that a (t ) 
remains small for all time. and hence that the constant-,·elocity solution s(t ) = sxt of 
( 1) i stable. (If m > 0. then erfc( -m(r.T) 1 ·'2 ) tends to two as T t ends to infinity. and 
the econd integral in (19) is bounded for large t only if m < (-!:.v)- 1 i 2 1s.I: thus the 
condit ion for unboundedness of solut ions p of (18) ism> 2(71v) - 1 i 2 1s.I). 
Fried [6] has st udied the linear stability of a phase boundary mo,·ing at constant 
velocity in a thermoelastic solid capable of exist ing in t\\"O distinct phase . The kinematic 
etting in :6j is that of anti-plane shear. and so inrnh·es two space dirnen ions. rather 
than one, as in [3] and in the present paper. HoweYer. b.v restricting the perturbations 
admitted in the stability analysis in [6j to those tha t do not depend on the coordinate 
parallel to t he interface, one can adapt. Fried's results to the present. context . \.\ "hen this 
is done. one finds that the results in [6] also predict that t he constant-velocity solution 
of (1) described above correspond to a stably propagat ing phase boundary. 
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Appendix. Here we derive t.he long-time result (7). Let s(t) E C 2 ([0. x) ) be a 
solution of (1) that at isfies (5) and for which the limit ing phase boundary velocity 
s(oo ) ::= sx exists. Set 
9 (t) = s(t )r (s(t ). h). (21) 
Observe t hat 9 E C 1(0. x) ). ·-.P is bounded on [O. :xi) . and t he limit p(x) = r(s x . h) = 
9 exists. Refer to (1) . and let 
-1t .;(1) { :s(t ) - '(7).2 } I (t ) = , )J i? exp - ( ) dT. 
O \ f - T ' - -lv f - T 
(22) 
To establish (7). it. is only necessary to determine the long-time limit of l (t ). Let T > 0 
be a fixed number to be chosen later. and write 
I (t ) = 11 (t ) + I2 (t ). (23) 
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where 
1T y( r ) { [s (t ) - s( r )]2 } li (t ) = ( )l 12 exp - ( - ) dr , 0 t - T ' 4v t - , t?. T , (24) 
11 y(r) { [s(t) - s (T)]2 } h (t ) = ( )I i 2 exp - ( ) dT, T t - T ' 4v t - T t?. T. (25) 
By the mean value theorem, s(t) - s(T) = s(f)(t - T) for some f bet.ween T and t ; by 
(5), one has ls (f )I ?. p, so that 
t { 2 } IIi(t )l ::;}v[f r - 1! 2 exp - p, dT, t>T, 
t-T 4v 
(26) 
where M = maXt?_O \ ~( t)I. Thus 11 (t) tends to zero as t tends to oo. Next, one writes 
(27) 
where 
1 (t ) = [1 :P(T) - 'Px { - [s(t) - s(T)] 2 } d-3 }T (t-T)L / 2 exp 4v(t-r ) '• t?. T , (28) 
l 4(t)= [1 (t-T)- 1! 2 exp{- (s(t)(- s(i jl2 } dT, t?. T. }y 4v t - T (29) 
From (28), one readily shows that 
ll3(t) I ::; ma.x \y( t)-:Px \ ( (t-T)- 112 exp{-P
2 
(t-T) } dT 
t?_ T Jr 4v 
2(1rv) 1i 2 
:::; max \ ' ·~( t) - "~ I. p t?_T .,... 't'X . (30) 
so that J3(t ) can be made arbitrarily small for all t ?. T by choosing T sufficiently large. 
It. then follows from (23) and (27) that 
Let 
Jim I (t ) = '.fx Jim f 4(t). 
t - x t-x: 
( ) _ :s(t ) - s (T)]
2 
U t . T - ( ) , 
. 4v t - T . 
S2 (t-T) 
v(t T) = ~x~--'-
' 4v ' O::;T::;t, 
and note that u?. p2 (t - T)/(4v), v ?. p2 (t - 1) / (4v). We may write 
l -t = h + h , 
with 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
l::, (t ) = J1 (t - T )- 1! 2 {exp [- u (t , T)] - exp!- v(t, T)]} dT , t?. T. (34) 
h (t ) = (t - T) - 112 exp - ~x: (t - T) dT, 1t [ · 2 ] T 4v t ?. T. (35) 
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By the mea.n-value theorem. t.here is a number w between u and v such that 
exp(-u) - exp(- v) = - [exp(- wUu - v) : (36) 
clearly w 2". p2 ( -lv (t - T)] : o by (36). (5) , 
I exp(-u) - exp(-v) S lu - 'l:I exp{ - p2 /[-lv(t - T)]}. (37) 
ext. one shows using (32) t.hat 
{ a+ Is I } lu( t ,T) - v(t ,T) I S 4v maxls(T') -s:x:I (t - T), r'?.T T :::; T:::; t < X> . (3 ) 
leading from (38). (37). and (34) to the est imate 
a - Is I . . Jt , [ - 2 J lh(t)IS -l ma~ls(t) -s:x:I (t-1) 11 2 exp ( p 
II I?. I T 4v t - T) dT. (39) 
Thus 11.:. (t)I can be made arbitrarily small by choosing T sufficiently large. f'rom (31), 
(33) , it t hen follows that 
Jim I (t) = '-r':x: Jim h (t) . 1-:x: 1-:x:. (40) 
Finally, it is easy to show that 
Jim h(t ) = j :x: c 1.12 exp(- s;J / (4v)) dt = 2(vr.) 1/ 2 /s:x:. t-:x: u (41) 
The origina l integral / (t) of (22) t hus has the property that 
(42) 
This establishes ('i"). 
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